In an earlier paper we presented new high-precision H i velocity width measurements for a sample of 30 extreme late-type spiral galaxies. Here we explore the adherence of those galaxies, as well as 17 additional extreme late-type spirals, to the B-and V -band Tully-Fisher relations defined by a sample of local calibrators. In both bands we find the mean luminosity at a given linewidth for extreme late-type spirals to lie below that predicted by standard Tully-Fisher relations. While many of the extreme late-type spirals do follow the Tully-Fisher relation to within our observational uncertainties, most of these galaxies lie below the normal, linear Tully-Fisher relation, and some are underluminous by more than 2σ (i.e. >1.16 magnitudes in V ). This suggests a possible downward curvature of the Tully-Fisher relation for some of the smallest and faintest rotationally supported disk galaxies. This may be a consequence of the increasing prevalence of dark matter in these systems. We find the deviation from the Tully-Fisher relation to increase with decreasing luminosity and decreasing optical linear size in our sample, implying that the physically smallest and faintest spirals may be a structurally and kinematically distinct class of objects.
Introduction
The Tully-Fisher (TF) relation (Tully & Fisher 1977) is an empirical correlation which predicts that the luminosity L of a disk galaxy is proportional to its maximum rotational velocity V α max , where α has been observationally established to be ∼3-4 (e.g., Aaronson et al. 1979) . In spite of the frequent use of the TF relation as a distance indicator, the physical origin of this relationship is still relatively poorly understood, and it remains unclear whether all rotationally supported disk galaxies, including late-type spirals and irregulars, obey a single luminosity-linewidth correlation. Since the mean physical parameters which characterize disk galaxies, including total luminosity, gas fraction, and bulge size, change along the Hubble sequence, testing whether or not TF holds in different classes of disk galaxies can indirectly offer important information about galactic disk structure and evolution (e.g., Romanishin et al. 1982; Persic & Salucci 1991; Karachentsev 1991; Zwaan et al. 1995; Rhee 1996; Meurer et al. 1996; Bershady 1997) and can help to test recent semi-analytic models for disk galaxy formation (e.g., White & Frenk 1991 , Heyl et al. 1995 .
In an earlier paper, hereafter Paper I) presented new precise H i linewidth measurements for a sample of 30 southern, extreme late-type spiral galaxies 1 with V h ≤3000 km s −1 . These objects are Sc-Sm spirals with moderate-to-low optical surface brightnesses and which fall at the low end for spiral galaxies in terms of properties such as H i mass, optical luminosity, and optical size. B-and V -band CCD imaging and photometry of these galaxies was also recently published by hereafter MG) . Together these new datasets allow us to investigate the TF relation for extreme late-type spiral galaxies. Findings reported by MG, and in Paper I, suggest that some of the smallest spiral galaxies (i.e., the extreme late types) appear to be structurally and kinematically distinct from giant spirals (see also . Therefore it is of interest to assess whether or not they follow the same TF relation. photometric sample, for which H i linewidths are available in the literature (Fouqué et al. 1990; Gallagher et al. 1995) . Hereafter we collectively refer to these 44 galaxies as the "combined ELT sample".
2.1. The "Combined ELT Sample" and Corrections to Observed Quantities
Internal and External Extinction Corrections
For the present analysis, we adopt the apparent B and V magnitudes of MG for the combined ELT sample galaxies. For consistency with other workers, we apply a correction to these magnitudes for Galactic extinction, A B (taken from Lauberts & Valentijn 1989) , and for internal extinction: A A 0 B =0.27, τ =0.55, f =0.25, and i is the galaxy inclination (Tully & Fouqué 1985; hereafter, TFq) . For i > 80 • , A i−0 B =0.67 is adopted (TFq), and we assume A V =A B /1.33 (Allen 1963) . We note that this approximate correction for V formally applies only the limit of a foreground dust screen (the "normal extinction" case; see Calzetti et al. 1994) . However, given the low optical depths considered here and the uncertain dust geometries in extreme late-type spirals, this approximation should be satisfactory (see also Han 1992) . Nonetheless, we caution that our derived extinction corrections may be overestimates of the internal extinction for many moderate-to-low surface brightness galaxies (Rhee 1996; Sect. 2.4.2) . If extinction is overestimated, then our derived luminosities will be too high.
Distance Determinations
We have computed absolute magnitudes for the combined ELT sample galaxies using distances derived via two methods: from a simple linear Hubble law and from galaxy group assignments, using the prescription of Tully et al. (1992) (see Sect. 2.4.5) . To derive the linear Hubble flow distances, we used radial recessional velocities corrected for motion with respect to the Local Group according to Sandage & Tammann (1981) : V cor = V h + ∆V , where ∆V = −79 cos(l II ) cos(b II ) + 296 sin(l II )cos(b II ) − 36 sin(b II ) km s −1 . Here V h is the measured heliocentric recessional velocity, and l II and b II are the Galactic latitude and longitude, respectively. For consistency with Pierce & Tully (1988) , we adopt a Hubble constant of 85 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
Corrections to Observed Linewidths
It is generally argued that in order to obtain a measure of the maximum rotational velocity of a disk from its measured global H i profile width, W 20 , some correction to the observed line width should be made for the effects of broadening due to turbulent (i.e. non-rotational) motions (e.g., Roberts 1978; Bottinelli et al. 1983; TFq) . A commonly used formulation of this correction, suggested by TFq, assumes that a linear summation of rotational and random motions adequately describes the observed profile widths of giant galaxies, while for dwarfs (i.e., slowly rotating galaxies with Gaussian-like line profiles), a sum in quadrature of the the random and rotational terms is appropriate. However, the TFq method has serious shortcomings (Rhee 1996) , and it is not necessarily appropriate for the types of objects considered here.
Our combined ELT sample consists of galaxies that appear disk-like and regular in optical images (MG). And while many of the systems have fairly narrow H i line profiles, all exhibit significant rotational broadening and most are double-peaked (Paper I). Moreover, nearly "Gaussian" profiles can still occur for small, non-face-on galaxies supported predominantly by rotation (e.g., Skillman 1996) . Thus linewidth corrections optimized for "dwarfs" are unlikely to be appropriate for our sample galaxies. For this reason, we adopt the linear turbulence correction formula suggested by Bottinelli et al. (1983) :
where W 20,obs is the observed profile with at 20% peak maximum, corrected for instrumental broadening, W t,20 is the correction term for turbulence, and the factor of sin i corrects for disk inclination. For the combined ELT sample, we use the optically derived inclinations from MG.
A second matter of debate for computing linewidth corrections is the optimum value of W t,20 . TFq assume a typical velocity dispersion in the gas of a galaxy is σ z =10 km s −1 , leading to a derived turbulent motion term W t,20 =38 km s −1 (TFq). However, σ z =10 km s −1 is at the high end for observed H i velocity dispersions in the outer disks of either dwarf or spiral galaxies, where typically σ z ∼ 5-10 km s −1 (e.g., Dickey et al. 1990; Kamphuis & Sancisi 1993; Rownd et al. 1994; Skillman 1996; Young & Lo 1996; Côté et al. 1997; Pisano et al. 1998) . From a comparison between global H i linewidths and maximum rotational velocities derived from rotation curves, Rhee (1996) statistically derived a smaller value for the turbulent motion correction term of W t,20 =20 km s −1 (corresponding to σ z ∼5.5 km s −1 in the case of a nearly Gaussian velocity dispersion). Although the uncertainty in this term for any individual galaxy can be large, Rhee (1996) has shown that W t,20 =20 km s −1 should be the optimum value for recovering V max for a statistical sample of galaxies; we therefore adopt this number in the present work.
The Comparison Sample
As a TF comparison sample, we have chosen the standard local calibrator sample of hereafter PT) . We used the absolute B magnitudes quoted in their paper (corrected for internal and external extinction as outlined above), and have derived absolute V magnitudes using the internal and external extinction-corrected B − V colors from the RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) . We derived W 20,i,c values for the PT sample from the raw W 20 values and inclinations quoted by PT. All corrections we apply to the PT sample are necessary for consistency with the corrections applied to the combined ELT sample.
Cepheid distances are available for only 6 galaxies in the PT sample, and PT caution against calibrating the TF relation using their full sample. However, we find the relation we derive from the full sample of PT galaxies to be statistically indistinguishable from that derived from the Cepheid galaxies alone, apart from its larger scatter. Therefore for the purpose of our analysis, we consider the full PT sample, as it yields a better estimate of the intrinsic scatter one might expect in a sample of galaxies for which independent distance determinations are not available. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show plots of the B-and V -band absolute magnitude versus the logarithm of the corrected H i linewidth for the 27 extreme late-type spirals from Paper I (triangles), the 17 extreme late-type spirals from MG (squares), and the PT comparison sample (asterisks). The absolute magnitudes for our combined ELT sample galaxies are based on distances derived from a simple linear Hubble flow model (Sect. 2.1.2); other distance determination methods are considered in Sect. 2.4.5.
The Luminosity-Linewidth Distribution for the Combined ELT Sample
We performed a linear fit to the PT points using the ordinary least squares bisector method, which minimizes the residuals in both x and y. For small data sets, this is the preferred method for finding the intrinsic relationship between two variables in the case where errors for the individual data points are not explicitly known (Babu & Feigelson 1996) . The results of the fits are: M B,i,b = −[(6.12 ± 0.37) × (log(W 20,i,c ))] − (3.82 ± 0.88) and M V,i,b = −[(6.53 ± 0.25) × (log(W 20,i,c ))] − (3.56 ± 0.58). These fits are plotted as solid lines on Fig. 1 ; the dotted lines indicate the 2σ scatter. Our resulting B-band fit differs very slightly from that of PT, as we used a different method for determining turbulent motion corrections. PT did not present a V -band TF relation for their data, but for normal galaxy colors, our V -band fit is consistent with the expected offsets in both slope and y-intercept from the PT B-band and R-band calibrations. Fig. 1 reveals that while many of the galaxies from the combined ELT sample scatter about the TF relations defined by the PT galaxies, there is a mean offset of the ELTs toward fainter magnitudes in both B and V . In fact, a number of the combined ELT sample galaxies scatter more than 2σ below the fits to the PT galaxies. Because our combined ELT sample covers a relatively narrow range in log(W 20,i,c ), a linear least squares fit to these data does not have a well-constrained slope. For this reason, we do not attempt to analytically fit our combined ELT sample, but instead consider the distribution of the combined ELT sample points relative to the TF relation defined by the local calibrator samples.
Inspection of

Does the Combined ELT Sample Obey the TF Relation to within
Observational Uncertainties?
The mean offsets of the combined ELT sample galaxies from the standard B-and V -band TF relations are 0.64 and 0.82 magnitudes, respectively. The reduced chi-squared values resulting from forcing the fits to the PT local calibrators to the combined ELT sample are χ 2 ν,B =1.40 (for V ) and χ 2 ν,V =1.72 (for B). If we assume the local calibrator fits should adequately characterize the combined ELT sample, there is only a 5% probability of obtaining χ 2 ν,B this large or larger from a randomly selected set of points, and a 0.1% probability of obtaining or exceeding this value of χ 2 ν,V . Thus it is highly probable that the standard TF relation does not represent the true underlying distribution for the combined ELT sample data points in Fig 1. Before we can establish whether this observed offset from TF is real, we must rule out observational errors and biases which may account for part or all of this effect. We discuss various possibilities in turn.
Photometric Uncertainties
MG present a comparison of their measured B-band isophotal magnitudes with those in the ESO Catalogue (Lauberts & Valentijn 1989) and found a mean offset of ∼ +0.2 magnitudes, consistent with offsets from the ESO magnitude system found by other workers (e.g., Rönnback & Bergvall 1994; Vader & Chaboyer 1994; Vennik et al. 1996) . Uncertainties in individual magnitude measurements are typically <0.03 magnitudes. Therefore photometric calibration uncertainties are unlikely to contribute a significant offset from TF for the combined ELT sample.
Still, one concern is that for the faintest galaxies in the combined ELT sample, the measured magnitudes may not adequately represent the true total magnitudes, since for galaxies of very low central surface brightness, a significant percentage of the total flux lies in the faint, outer portions of the disk and may be unmeasurable on CCD images (e.g., McGaugh & Bothun 1994) . We estimate that such corrections would be less than ∼0.1 magnitude for our galaxies (see de Blok et al. 1995; Tully et al. 1996) , yielding a total uncertainty in our absolute magnitudes of ∼0.33 magnitudes.
The Use of B and V Photometry and the Effects of Internal Extinction
In theory, it is preferable to perform TF analyses using near-infrared (NIR) rather than optical magnitudes in order to minimize magnitude uncertainties due to internal and external extinction and to reduce sensitivity to the effects of recent star formation. However, for faint galaxies, the high and variable sky background in the NIR and the large aperture corrections which are necessary at these wavelengths place serious limits on achievable photometric accuracy. The small field sizes of most currently available NIR detectors can also lead to large flatfielding errors (generally the dominant source of error in the photometry of faint, large angular size objects). Increasing sky and field star brightnesses as well as flatfielding difficulties at R and I also create problems with using these wavebands for TF studies of faint galaxies. For these reasons, B-band and V -band make reasonable choices for exploring the TF relation for extreme late-type spirals, although investigations at other wavelengths will naturally be desirable as photometry becomes available.
The need to move to longer wavelengths for TF investigations is also lessened for extreme late-types spirals because these galaxies appear to have fairly low internal extinction (e.g., McGaugh 1994; de Blok et al. 1995; Tully et al. 1998) . One way of seeing that internal extinction is likely to be low for many of our combined ELT sample objects is to compare their extinction-corrected B − V colors with those of higher surface brightness galaxies. Fig. 2 shows a plot of B − V color, derived from our internal and external extinction-corrected magnitudes, versus log(W 20,i,c ) for our combined ELT sample (squares and triangles). As a comparison, we show the PT local calibrator galaxies (asterisks) and a sample of galaxies from the TNGC (crosses). The TNGC sample consists of all galaxies in the TNGC that lie within the same redshift range (V h <3000 km s −1 ) and same angular volume (3 h ≤ α ≤ 14.5 h , −18 • ≤ δ ≤ −38 • ) as our combined ELT sample. We see that many extreme late-type spirals appear to be among the bluest galaxies at a given linewidth, although they span a range in color. Since bluer galaxies generally have less dust and younger stellar population mixes, both of these effects might be expected to cause galaxies to lie above the standard TF relationship-i.e. to be too bright for their rotation speeds. However, Fig. 3 shows that there is no apparent correlation between extinction-corrected B − V color and deviation from the TF relation, (∆T F ) V , in our sample.
Further inspection shows that the extinction corrections applied to the combined ELT sample have in some cases lead to unreasonably blue B − V colors [(B − V ) i,b <0.1], implying that the internal extinctions estimated using the method of TFq are overestimates for at least some extreme late-type spirals. Thus the TFq extinction corrections appear to have artificially "brightened" some of our combined ELT sample galaxies, and worked to decrease any possible intrinsic offsets from TF. The inappropriateness of the TFq corrections for very late-type galaxies has also been cited by Rhee (1996) and . In addition, these workers note that the TFq corrections may be underestimates for some very bright galaxies, hence further masking possible intrinsic TF offsets between different galaxy samples or possible curvature in the TF relation.
Uncertainties in W 20 Measurements
For the 27 galaxies from Paper I, uncertainties in W 20 range from 1-23 km s −1 . Similar errors are quoted for the W 20 values from the literature for the remaining 17 galaxies in the combined ELT sample, as well as for the PT calibrators. This should lead to maximum errors in predicted TF magnitudes of no more than a few tenths of a magnitude for individual galaxies.
Inclination Errors
Even when linewidths are measured very accurately, uncertainties are introduced in correcting these velocity widths for inclination. Most of our optically-derived inclinations should be good to ±5 • (MG), but for some galaxies, errors could be larger due to the significant optical asymmetries, warps, or irregular outer isophotes which are common in extreme late-type spirals. Such effects may increase the scatter in TF by a few tenths of a magnitude (Franx & de Zeeuw 1992) . However, we argue that there is unlikely to be a systematic trend toward the overestimation of rotational velocities from inclination effects. Optical inclinations are generally derived using the axial ratio of the observed isophotes, assuming that the intrinsic face-on galaxy isophotes would be circular. However, if a galaxy has intrinsically non-circular isophotes (as is often the case for very late-type spirals), even if it is observed face-on, the inclination of the galaxy will be measured to be non-zero; this effect should become less pronounced as the galaxy is turned edge-on. Therefore in most cases, inclination errors should be in the sense of the inclinations being overestimated, and the galaxy's corrected rotational velocity being underestimated.
In Fig. 4 we show a plot of (∆T F ) V versus inclination. Here we see only a very slight correlation, which is small compared with the scatter, and we find TF deviators among the highest i galaxies (i.e., the galaxies with the smallest inclination corrections to their total linewidths). We note that one of our largest TF deviators (ESO 504-017) also has one of the smallest inclinations (i = 30.8) in our sample. However, we retain this galaxy in our analysis, since even for i ≈ 60 • it would still fall more than 2σ below the standard V -band TF relation.
Distance Uncertainties
A major drawback of analyzing TF in a nearby galaxy sample is that deviations from a simple linear Hubble flow may occur due to local peculiar velocities, leading to errors in distance determinations. This is likely to be the largest source of uncertainty in our present analysis. Unfortunately, current characterizations of the local peculiar velocity field are still incomplete and uncertain on small scales (e.g., Shaya et al. 1992 and references therein). Nonetheless, we need to examine the possibility that some or all of the apparent offset of extreme late-type galaxies from the standard TF relation is due to errors in distances caused by peculiar velocity motions.
One recent model of nearby galaxy flows was presented by Shaya et al. (1992) . In a companion paper, Tully et al. (1992) used this model to derive distances to many of the galaxy groups defined in the TNGC. As suggested by Tully et al. (1992) , distances to other Local Supercluster galaxies may be determined by assigning the galaxy in question to a TNGC group. We therefore utilize this approach to estimate peculiar velocity-corrected distances for our combined ELT sample galaxies.
Using Tully & Fisher (1987) and the TNGC, we were able to make group assignments to 39 of our combined ELT sample galaxies (Table 1) . Tully et al. (1992) provide distances for 32 of these groups. In addition, 5 of our galaxies lie within a 6 • projected radius from the center of the Fornax cluster. For these objects, we adopt as the distance the current best-estimate for the distance to the Fornax cluster of 18.3 Mpc (Freedman et al. 1997; Silbermann et al. 1998) . Bureau et al. (1996) have shown that normal galaxies within 6 • of the Fornax center follow the same TF relation as other nearby clusters, so a priori we do not expect to see unusual deviations among these objects.
Adopting the group distances given in Table 1 , we present a revised V -band TF relation in Fig. 5 . Here we see that while there is some reduction in scatter, there is still a mean offset of 0.69 magnitudes for the combined ELT sample. Although the ELT sample plotted here is smaller than in Fig. 1 , we still find 9 galaxies that are underluminous by >2σ compared with the prediction of the TF relation. Therefore, current peculiar velocity models cannot reconcile the apparent offset of the bulk of extreme late-type spirals from the standard TF relation. Given the uncertainty in our present knowledge of the local peculiar velocity field, we of course cannot rule out that in a few individual cases, distance errors may be responsible for the observed offsets. Overall, we estimate typical uncertainties in absolute magnitude due to distance errors of ∼ ±0.45 magnitudes, which is the mean difference in the absolute magnitudes determined by the linear Hubble flow method versus the group assignment method.
Another way of assessing the effect of distance errors on our TF comparison is to examine the relationship between absolute magnitude and linear size (A 26 ) for our sample. Erroneous distances that cause errors in the derivation of absolute magnitudes will also cause errors in the derived linear sizes of the galaxies. In Fig. 6 (a) we plot absolute V magnitude for our combined ELT sample galaxies versus the logarithm of the linear diameter, A 26 , in kiloparsecs. Both of these quantities are derived assuming linear Hubble flow distances. In Fig. 6 (b) we plot the same quantities, but this time we have assigned to each galaxy a revised distance assuming it adheres to the standard TF relation. It is clear in Fig. 6 (b) that forcing our galaxies onto the TF relation results in a very unrealistic distribution of linear sizes versus absolute magnitudes. Galaxies with M V,i,b ∼ −18 appear to span a factor of 12 is diameter, and the physically smallest galaxies in our sample would have to span a range of almost 6 magnitudes in brightness. Again this suggests that our observed offset from the TF relation cannot be fully accounted for by distance errors.
Discussion
We conclude that systematic errors are unlikely to be the source of the global offset of the combined ELT sample from the standard TF relation. Summing in quadrature our expected sources of error, including distance uncertainties (±0.45 magnitudes), photometric uncertainties (±0.33 magnitudes), W 20 measurement uncertainties (±0.25 magnitudes), internal extinction uncertainties (±0.2 magnitudes), and inclination effects (±0.3 magnitudes), we estimate a typical error budget for the comparison of any individual galaxy with TF of ∼ ±0.71 magnitudes in the B band. In the V band, we should also take into account possible magnitude errors for the PT galaxies due to aperture corrections of ∼ ±0.15 magnitudes (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976) , yielding a total uncertainty of ±0.72 magnitudes for each individual galaxy. While we cannot rule out that in a few cases, distance errors, combined with observational uncertainties may produce spurious deviations from TF, the typical errors that we estimate are insufficient to account for the large number of galaxies we find that deviate by more than 2σ from the standard TF relation. In addition, we emphasize that errors in inclinations and internal extinction estimates may have actually decreased any intrinsic offset of some of our combined ELT sample objects from TF.
The type of observed offset from TF we see among our extreme late-type spirals is consistent with past indications of a curvature or offset at the faint end of TF for other low surface brightness (LSB) and/or low-luminosity galaxies in the sense of these galaxies being underluminous for a given value of W 20 (e.g., Romanishin et al. 1982; Carignan & Beaulieu 1989; Persic & Salucci 1991; Salpeter & Hoffman 1996; Meurer et al. 1996; Freeman 1997; Salucci & Persic 1997; Walsh 1998) .
MG have emphasized that there exists a significant range in the physical properties of extreme late-type spirals (see also Paper I). Consistent with this assertion, even if we assume that the majority of the combined ELT sample galaxies are in accordance with the standard, linear TF relation to within observational uncertainties, this still leaves at least 9 galaxies in our combined ELT sample that lie more than 2σ below the standard V -band TF calibration, even after corrections to distances for peculiar velocity motions (Fig. 5) . Therefore, among the extreme late-type spirals there appear to exist examples of rotationally-supported disk galaxies that are underluminous for their observed rotational velocities.
Because very late-type galaxies can frequently have dynamics dominated more by the gaseous than the stellar components (e.g., Jobin & Carignan 1990; Côté et al. 1991; Meurer et al. 1996) , Milgrom & Braun (1988) have suggested adding to the optical luminosity a correction for the H i "luminosity" or a "baryonic correction" in order to preserve the TF relation for certain galaxies.
Using the PEGASE stellar evolutionary code of Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange (1997) , we estimate a typical (M/L) ⋆ ratio for extreme late-type spirals of ∼1 (see also Bica et al. 1988) . Assuming a helium fraction of Y=0.25, and negligible molecular gas contents, we apply to all of our combined ELT sample galaxies, as well as to the PT calibrator galaxies, a baryonic correction of the form:
We see in Fig. 7 that applying the baryonic correction can reconcile some but not most of the combined ELT sample galaxies with the TF relation defined by the PT local calibrators. We still see a global offset of the combined ELT sample of 0.63 magnitudes relative to the local calibrators, since the baryonic correction also shifts to brighter magnitudes the late-type galaxies that anchor the faint-end of the local calibrator sample. In addition, the baryonic correction does not significantly reduce the scatter in the TF relation for the combined ELT sample galaxies, and greatly increases the dispersion of the PT galaxies about the best-fit power law.
In Fig. 8 and 9 we see that there exist only weak correlations between both M HI L V and mean disk surface brightness,μ V , and the deviation from the TF relation, ∆(T F ) V in the combined ELT sample. Together these results suggest that while to some degree, our TF deviators appear to be galaxies that have been inefficient at converting their raw material into stars (cf. Hunter & Gallagher 1986 ), this cannot fully account for the deviation from the TF relation for most of our sample objects (see also Meurer et al. 1996) . These findings hint that the combined gas and stars in the inner galaxy is not what primarily determines V max of the rotation curves for some of our extreme late-type spirals-i.e., these galaxies may be dark matter-dominated even within the optical galaxy. Similar results have also emerged from recent rotation curve studies of these objects (e.g., . Such effects are expected, for example, if the degree of luminous-to-dark matter coupling decreases among low-mass galaxies (Salucci & Persic 1997) . We discuss this possibility further in the next section.
The Possible Role of Dark Matter
Using the parameters given by Carignan & Beaulieu (1989) and Meurer et al. (1994 Meurer et al. ( ,1996 , we have overplotted on Fig. 1 (a) two additional small, faint disk galaxies: NGC 2915 and DDO 154. It is clear that both of these galaxies deviate significantly from the standard B-band TF relation. Meurer et al. (1996) has discussed the likelihood that the deviations of NGC 2915 and DDO 154 from TF are a consequence of the high dark matter domination of these galaxies. Could this also be the case for our TF deviators?
In Fig. 10 we plot ∆(T F ) V versus V -band optical linear size (A 26 ) in kpc for our combined ELT sample. Here we see an apparent tendency for the smallest galaxies to be the greatest deviators from the TF relation. Since for a gravitationally-supported disk, if all the mass is visible, then V 2 rot r ∝ L, where V rot is the rotational velocity, r is galactocentric distance, and L is the luminosity. Therefore smaller galaxies with a given L should rotate faster. The observed adherence of most disk galaxies to a universal TF relation implies that a given amount of optically luminous matter is always radially scaled to produce a set, corresponding rotational velocity-i.e. that the product of the galaxy surface densityΣ and the mass-to-light ratio M/L is a constant (e.g., Zwaan et al. 1995) . However, this trend may break down among some of the smallest spirals (e.g., Kormendy 1990; Salucci & Persic 1997 ).
Our present findings suggest that at a given rotational velocity, the smallest galaxies are physically distinct from the largest ones, and that total matter distributions (orΣ) are not always simply radially scaled as to preserve a linear TF relation. A natural interpretation of this is that the most severely TF-deviating galaxies in our sample are likely to be galaxies where the luminous matter distribution (H i + stars) contributes the least to establishing the total rotational velocity of the galaxy, and where the luminous matter distributions are compact relative to the extent of the dark matter halo. Such phenomena are predicted by dynamical models for low-luminosity disks (Levine & Sparke 1998) , galaxy scaling laws (Kormendy 1990 ; see also Freeman 1997) , and for the models of dark and luminous matter coupling in galaxies proposed by Salucci & Persic (1997) . Salucci & Persic (1997) have also shown that their model predicts a downturn in the TF relation among low-luminosity, moderate-to-low surface brightness galaxies that is consistent with that observed in the extreme late-type spiral sample of .
Further indirect evidence that dark matter may play a role in the deviation of some of our sample galaxies from the standard TF relation comes from Fig. 11 , where we plot absolute V magnitude for our combined ELT sample galaxies versus ∆(T F ) V . Here we see some indication that deviation from TF appears to increase with decreasing luminosity in our sample. This hints that the trend we are observing is indicative of a curvature rather than a global offset at the faint end of the TF relation (see also Salucci & Persic 1997 ). This type of offset is consistent with the predictions of galaxy scaling laws, which show that the density of dark matter halos increases with decreasing galaxy luminosity, resulting in increasingly dark matter-dominated inner disks in fainter spirals (Kormendy 1990 ). Previous results of aperture synthesis studies have indicated that the increasing importance of dark matter starts to become evident at M V ≈-17.5 (Skillman et al. 1987; Lake et al. 1990; Meurer et al. 1996) , approximately the same point at which we see our sample galaxies beginning to fall consistently below the TF relation.
The true form of the TF relationship has important implications for testing the robustness of galaxy formation models. For example, Dalcanton et al. (1997) predict only a slight curvature in the TF relationship for their models of disk galaxies. They, however, find good agreement with observations in that they see only a very weak dependence of the TF relationship on disk surface brightness (cf., Fig. 9 ). Recent semi-analytic models by Mo et al. (1998) , in which the authors seek to present a consistent picture of galaxy formation within a given cosmology, also show only a very slight curvature down from a linear TF relationship at low masses. However, a wider range of downward curvatures is seen, for example, in some of the models of Somerville & Primack (1998) . While detailed comparisons between global characteristics of low mass disk galaxies and predictions of formation models are beyond the scope of this paper, this issue clearly warrants future attention.
Comparison with Other Recent Observational Studies
The results we present here for the TF relation of extreme late-type spirals may seem at first glance contrary to the conclusions reached in two recent investigations of the TF relation for LSB spirals: Sprayberry et al. (1995) and Zwaan et al. (1995) . These authors find that their LSB spiral samples follow the same TF relation as high surface brightness spirals (see also de Blok et al. 1996) . We argue that the difference is due primarily to the examination of a somewhat different class of galaxies than the present study: the predominantly "large" LSB galaxies versus the extreme late-type spirals.
The LSB galaxy samples studied by Zwaan et al. (1995) , Sprayberry et al. (1995) and de Blok et al. (1996) are mainly composed of larger scale-length spirals with typical luminosities and H i masses larger than in our combined ELT sample. For example, in the de Blok et al. (1996) sample, the mean log(M HI ) is 9.23±0.27 M ⊙ and the mean absolute B magnitude isM B =-17.53±0.88 (for H 0 =75 km s −1 Mpc −1 ), compared with a mean log(M HI ) of 8.78±0.50 M ⊙ andM B =-16.56±1.14 in the combined ELT sample. In the Sprayberry et al. (1995) sample,W 20 =286±84 km s −1 (before inclination correction) whileW 20 /sin i=146±52 km s −1 for our combined ELT sample. Because many of our combined ELT sample galaxies lie outside of the M B , W 20 , M HI , and A 26 domains that typify the samples of Sprayberry et al. (1995) , Zwaan et al. (1995), and de Blok et al. (1996) , and since in many cases we find the most significant departures from TF for the smallest and faintest disks (see also Salpeter & Hoffman 1996) , this may explain why these workers did not find similar evidence for deviations from the TF relation in their samples.
Summary and Conclusions
Using new and previously published H i data, together with the photometry of MG) , we have explored the B and V -band Tully-Fisher (TF) relation for 44 extreme late-type spiral galaxies. Relative to the TF relation defined by the local calibrator sample of , we find offsets of 0.64 and 0.82 magnitudes in B and V , respectively, for our sample of extreme late-type spirals. For 37 of our sample galaxies, following Tully et al. (1992) , we have derived revised distances based on assignments to galaxy groups whose distances have been previously determined using models for local peculiar velocity flows. The extreme late-type spirals with corrected distances still show a mean offset from TF of 0.69 magnitudes in V . Thus within the limits of present models, local peculiar motions cannot account for the effects we observe. Adopting distances to our sample galaxies by assuming they do lie on TF results in an unrealistic distribution of absolute magnitude versus linear diameter. This is further evidence that distance errors are not the source of the observed departure of many extreme late-type spirals from TF. Therefore, our data show evidence for the existence of populations of rotationally supported disk galaxies which lie below the normal, linear TF relation-i.e., these galaxies appear to be optically under-luminous for their rotation speeds.
While offsets of individual galaxies from the TF relation of up to ±0.72 magnitudes may be explicable as artifacts of observational uncertainties, or individual distance determination errors, these effects cannot account for the observed global offset of our sample. Even after correcting distances for local peculiar motions, we still find 9 extreme late-type spirals that deviate by more than 2σ (i.e. >1.16 magnitudes) from the V -band TF relation defined by the local calibrator sample.
We find that deviation from the TF relation, ∆(T F ), appears to increase with decreasing linear optical size and decreasing luminosity in our sample, which suggests that the greatest TF deviators are galaxies where the luminous matter contents are small and compact relative to the size and extent of their dark matter halos and that there may be curvature at the faint end of the TF relation. We see only very weak correlations between ∆(T F ) and inclination or mean disk surface brightness, and no obvious correlation between ∆(T F ) and B − V color. Including the H i flux as part of the total luminosity cannot reconcile most of these galaxies with the TF relation, and ∆(T F ) does not correlate strongly with increasing
. These trends suggest that the TF deviators are not simply galaxies that have retained large gas reservoirs due to slow evolution, and hints that the TF deviators may be galaxies where the sum of the visible gas and stars contributes little to the determination of V max of the rotation curve-i.e. they may be dark matter dominated even within the optical galaxy. Observations of these low mass disk galaxies may therefore provide useful constraints on galaxy formation models.
This work made use of data obtained at the Nançay Radio Observatory. The Nançay Observatory is the department Unité Scientifique Nançay of the Note. -The first column is galaxy name from the combined ELT sample; the second column give corresponding assignment of the galaxy to the galaxy groups defined by Tully (1988) . Galaxies within a 6
• projected radius around the center of the Fornax cluster were assumed to be members of Fornax (Bureau et al. 1996) . The last column gives the revised distance assigned to the galaxy based on the group assignment. These distances are used in Fig. 5 . Fig. 1a. -B-band Tully-Fisher relation for the combined ELT sample and the local calibrator sample of PT. Triangles are galaxies from Paper I; filled squares are 17 additional extreme late-type spirals from MG; asterisks are the PT sample. Distances to the combined ELT sample galaxies are derived using a simple linear Hubble flow with H o =85 km s −1 Mpc −1 . The axes are the logarithm of the observed H i linewidth at 20% peak maximum, in km s −1 , corrected for turbulence and inclination, versus the B-band absolute magnitudes, corrected for Galactic and internal extinction, as described in the Text. In Panel (a), the open squares represent the galaxies DDO 154 (on the left) and NGC 2915 (on the right; see Sect. 2.5.1). The solid line represents a least squares fit to the PT data, and the dotted lines indicate the 2σ scatter. Fig. 1 (a) , except that distances to the combined ELT sample galaxies have been derived using galaxy group assignments (see Sect. 2.4.5). Figure 6a but panel (b) shows the resulting relation if distances to the galaxies are derived by assuming the galaxies adhere to the standard V -band TF relation shown in Fig. 1 (b) . Fig. 1 (b) , except that baryonic corrections (see Sect. 2.5) have been applied to the luminosities of both the PT and the combined ELT sample galaxies. Small dots indicate positions of galaxies before the baryonic correction. The solid line is a least squares fit to the PT data. Distances to the combined ELT sample galaxies are derived assuming a linear Hubble law. 
